Abstract. Online reviews are more and more important for potential consumers to make purchase decisions. The referred information of the new products or unpopular products that have no reviews or very few reviews is limited and this situation makes it difficult for consumers to obtain enough information to understand these products. Indeed, this is a new issue recently that needs to be addressed. In this paper, we study the problem of automatically retrieving meaningful opinion sentences for a new product or unpopular product from reviews of other similar products. The retrieved meaningful opinion sentences should possess three properties: helpfulness, relevance and coverage. We propose a meaningful sentences retrieval model (MSRM), which is centered on these three properties to extract meaningful opinion sentences for a new product or unpopular product. We employ product specifications to estimate similarity between products, and model helpfulness, relevance and coverage properties respectively, finally incorporate these three properties into MSRM to mine meaningful sentences from reviews of similar products. Through a series of experiments on real data sets, experiment results show MSRM achieves much better performance.
Introduction
Online reviews are increasingly valuable for customers. Compared with slightly exaggerated advertisements, reviews are more objective, so most users are more likely to accept opinions from consumers who own a product. New products or some unpopular products often have no reviews or very few reviews. This will cause hesitation among consumers for they do not have enough information to know these products.
In this paper, we propose a new model of MSRM to solve meaningful opinion sentences retrieval problem. MSRM leverage product specifications to estimate the similarity between products and mine meaningful opinion sentences from reviews of similar product. The returned meaningful sentences should not only meet the necessary requisites of a good online review such as conciseness, clarity, etc. but should also offer comprehensiveness, objectiveness, etc. MSRM consists of three properties: relevance, helpfulness and coverage to satisfy these requisites.
Result sentences should be closely associated with specifications of the query product. When someone is reading result sentences, it is desired that sentences cover different features of a new product. Diversified information can describe the new product from different aspects, which enable users to have a better understanding of the product. Meaningful sentences should be helpful to users. Review helpfulness depends on three factors: timeliness, objectiveness and centrality, which have important effect on the final result.
To summarize, we make the following contributions in this paper.
To solve the retrieval problem, we propose a novel model MSRM. Helpfulness, relevance, and coverage are modeled from several aspects respectively, and they are incorporated into MSRM.
We conduct extensive experiments on real data sets to verify the effectiveness of our model from relevance, coverage and helpfulness aspects.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an indicative overview of the related work. Section 3 gives the necessary notation and the formal problem definitions. The model MSRM for meaningful sentences retrieval is given in Section 4. Section 5 describes data sets, evaluation metrics and experimental results. We conclude in Section 6.
Related Works
Opinion retrieval and summarization have been widely studied and several surveys summarized existing works [1, 2] . Recently, automatically assessing the helpfulness of reviews and ranking them are popular, for example [3, 4] researched important factors that influence review helpfulness. Aspect-based opinion retrieval and summarization [5, 6, 7] attracted a lot of attentions. They mine the features of a target and show positive and negative opinions for each aspect.
Only small numbers of studies use specifications to mine opinions. Park et al. [8] employed specifications and reviews to automatically generate augmented product specifications. Duan et al. [9] improved product search by utilizing topic models to model specifications and reviews. Yu et al. [10] used IMDb's structured data for documents categorization. Park et al. [11] employed product specifications and reviews to retrieve relevant sentences for new products. Other characteristics such as helpfulness and coverage are ignored. Our problem is also related to result diversification. Nazi et al. [12] adopts different definitions of coverage to identify top-k meaningful phrases from the set of all tags. Drosou et al. [13] comparatively studied the various definitions, algorithms and metrics for result diversifications. Liu et al. [14] ingests a document and automatically high-lights a small set of sentences that are expected to cover the different aspects of the document.
Problem Definition
There are L products P= {P , ..., P } with reviews R, review sentences T, and product specifications S. For each product P , there are review set R = {r , …, r }, review sentence set T = {t , …, t }, and specification set S = {s , …, s }. A specification s is a feature-value pair (f , v ), and M is the number of features. For each feature f , all distinct values v constitute F = {v , …, v }, u<=L. We give the essential properties that these sentences in T need to possess:
Helpfulness: Given a product P and a sentence set T , the helpfulness of a sentence t ∈ T refers to the utility or usefulness of the sentence to let consumers make decisions.
Relevance: Given a product P and meaningful sentences set T , the relevance of a sentence t ∈ T denotes how well t describes P .
Coverage: Given a product P and meaningful sentences set T , the coverage of a sentence t ∈ T for P is the set of distinct feature-value pairs covered by it.
Method
To the best of our knowledge, retrieval of meaningful opinion sentences for new products or unpopular products is a new problem and no existing method can be directly used to solve it. We firstly model these three properties respectively, and then add all these properties into MSRM.
Modeling Helpfulness
We use timeliness, objectiveness and centrality to estimate review helpfulness.
Timeliness: Most online reviews are often associated with a particular timestamp, which indicates when the review is posted. Nowadays, many products are replaced faster and faster and review opinions are also easy to be outdated. Potential consumers may prefer newly posted reviews. We leverage an exponential distribution for modeling timeliness. Reviews with a more recent posted date are assigned higher score. The timeliness of a sentence t∈ r with posted time is defined as:
Where Tim is the most recent date (in day) in the whole review set R and is the time when the review r is posted. controls the rate of increase in the helpfulness as review posted time goes on.
Objectiveness: A purpose of modeling helpfulness is to select more objective opinion sentences which can describe a query product more realistically. We leverage star ratings to estimate review objectivity. The objectivity o is defined as:
Where aveStar is average star rating and is the star rating of a review r. Centrality: The meaningful sentences need to be central in other reviews in order to obtain mainstream views of product specifications. For example, if there are more reviews that contain a word "fast" than a word "slow" for a certain specification, it is desired to assign higher score to the sentences having the word "fast". We utilize MEAD [15] to model centrality of a sentence t.
Where is sum of centroid scores of all words in sentence t. Please refer to [15] for more details. Now that we have built the helpfulness model for each individual factor, we are ready to propose the complete model that incorporates all of the above factors. The idea is to consider the helpfulness score as a product of the three individual models, as shown below:
Modeling Coverage
In this section, we propose a new method to solve coverage problem. The purpose of coverage is to let consumers fully understand the query product from several aspects. Traditional distance metric such as Jaccard distance is not appropriate for this problem. We utilize to solve coverage problem. If a sentence includes a specific feature value, we assume that the sentence covers this feature. First we present the function g:{ x |x>=0}, g( ) defines the gain we acquire by coving a feature x times. g( ) is computed as:
Then, we give the rule r (w, f ): how a term w covers a specific feature of products. If w only belongs to a set , then w totally covers , r (w, ) =1. If w does not belong to any set , r (w, ) =0. If w belongs to y (y>1) different sets respectively, then it covers these y features, r (w, ) = …r (w, )= .
Given a result set consisting of k sentences = {t … t }, we propose P ( ) = {C , …, C }, where refer to how many times is covered by result set .
We define the overall gain of a sentence set :
Similarity between Products
The similarity between products is based on specifications. Specifications have its own characteristics which are relatively shorter than other documents. Also different terms will represent features in different degree, for example "Canon" is more reprehensive than "digital camera" for the feature Manufacture. is defined as:
Where
, is the similarity for feature between and and M is the number of features. We utilize an improved Jaccard similarity to assess , , which is defined as:
Where and are phrase vectors, which are defined as:
Where L is the number of products and is number of products whose specification contains w. c(w, is the number of w in .
Modeling Relevance
We leverage Query likelihood retrieval model [16] to analyze relevance, which is proved effective in [11] . We model the relevance of a product with conditional probability p(t, | ), which can be interpreted as the posterior probability that a new or unpopular product is relevant to a review sentence t of other product . The probability function is defined as:
Since p( ) is only dependent on the query product, it can be ignored for the purpose of ranking of sentence for .Then the relevance p (t, | ) is defined as:
p(t) is the prior probability of a sentence t which represents a general preference on it. ( , , ) is computed as TFIDF cosine similarity function which is defined as:
and p s , s , , similarity of s , to s , is estimated as:
Meaningful Sentences Retrieval Model (MSRM)
In this section, we introduce our meaningful opinion sentences retrieval model MSRM. Three properties: helpfulness, relevance and coverage are incorporated into MSRM. Firstly, we show how helpfulness model can be incorporated into relevance model. As discussed in section 4.4, p(t) represents a general preference on a sentence t and it is a prior probability. p(t) is estimated as:
We define (t, , ), which scores sentence t from two aspects: review relevance and helpfulness. Helpfulness is embedded into relevance model as prior probability.
(t, , ) is defined as:
Finally we incorporate coverage property into (t, , ). The aim of MSRM is to select top k meaningful sentences from reviews of other similar products. In order to achieve this goal, firstly MSRM ranks sentences according to (t, , ), and then chooses n(n=3k) sentences with highest scores as the candidate result set . In order to obtain the final result set , we propose (t, , ), which is defined as:
Experimental

Data Set
We crawled product specifications and user reviews from ZOL(http://www.zol.com.cn/) that were available on July 10, 2016. ZOL is a popular Chinese IT information and business portal. We chose two product categories: digital camera and cell phone. For each product, specifications and user reviews with timestamps, user voting and star rating were collected. Products that do not contain reviews or specifications were pruned out. Feature values that appear in less than three products were removed. Sentence segmentation, word tokenization were performed using IKAnalyzer2012(A lightweight Chinese word segmentation toolkit based on java language). Punctuations and stop words were removed. The statistics of the reviews and specifications data are shown in Table1. We adopt important features provided by ZOL. The features are listed in Table 2 . We conduct following experiments to evaluate the performance of our model. Top 30 qualified products by the number reviews are selected to be regarded as test products with no reviews. We empirically set λ to 0.5 and β to 1/500 for both product categories, which showed best performance.
Evaluation Metrics
Since MSRM is centered on three properties: relevance, coverage and helpfulness, we evaluate MSRM from these three aspects. To evaluate the relevance of ranked result sentences, we employ ROUGE evaluation method [19] . ROUGE is used to evaluate the quality of automatically retrieved meaningful sentences by comparing it with actual reviews of query product .
ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 are taken as matching metrics. We compute precision and recall of each metrics. Recall of ROUGE-n is defined as:
Where n stands for the length of n-gram, r and s are actual reviews and retrieved sentences respectively. When multiple actual reviews are used, we take the maximum ROUGE-n score as the final result. This can be written as follows:
For a set consisting of a number of meaningful opinion sentences, we evaluate its coverage as the percentage of features that covers among all features.
COVERAGE (T ) = (20)
Where featureNumbers is the number of distinct features and Gain ( ) is defined in equation (7).
Most Websites allow consumers who read a review to vote whether it is helpful or not. Review voting is often used to evaluate review helpfulness. We also employ the review voting to estimate MSRM. HELPFULLNESS ( ) is defined as:
Where helpful (t) is the number of people that will find the review helpful and helpless (t) is the number of people that find the review unhelpful. | | is the number of sentences in result set .
Experiment Results
In order to quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we compare our model MSRM, against three well-established typical benchmark models: MEAD-SIM [11] , ReviewSpecGen [11] , and Translation [11] . MEAD-SIM considers both query-relevance and centrality. ReviewSpecGen and Translation are effective relevant sentences retrieval models which also consider both relevance and centrality.
We compare four methods on aspect helpfulness in figure 1. From figure 1 (a), we can see that MSRM performs better than other models in terms of helpfulness. MEAD-SIM as a summarization model cannot mine helpful review sentences. The average helpfulness of MSRM over the entire query products is 64.08%, which is better than 50.82% of Translation, 33.44% of ReviewSpecGen and 23.03% of MEAD_SIM. Figure 1(b) shows the results on the cell phone reviews. MSRM again results in better performance compared to Translation, ReviewSpecGen and MEAD_SIM. The average helpfulness score of MSRM across all the query product is 74.52%, which is56.48%, 46.61%, and 25.05% better than that of Translation, ReviewSpecGen and MEAD_SIM.
Retrieval results are evaluated with ROUGE metrics. Table3 shows ROUGE evaluation results for digital cameras. MSRM outperforms ReviewSpecGen and MEAD_SIM in all measures (12/12) . MSRM outperforms ReviewSpecGen in most measures (7/12) . It proves that MSRM perform better than other models. We do not list ROUGE evaluation results for cell phones since the other patterns are similar to those for digital cameras. We compare four methods on aspect coverage in figure 2. We can see that, with the increasing number of sentences k, the proportions of covered product features are incremental. Moreover, MSRM extracts sentences with noticeably large coverage than other three methods. From figure 2(a), we can see that the coverage achieved by MSRM is approximately 32.3%, 41.5% and 65.1% larger than the coverage achieved by Translation, ReviewSpecGen and MEAD_SIM on the datasets of digital camera reviews. On figure 2(b), the coverage achieved by MSRM is approximately 40.75%, 61.37% and 70.43% larger than the coverage achieved by Translation, ReviewSpecGen and MEAD_SIM on the datasets of digital camera reviews. MSRM also achieves the high coverage rate. It proves the effectiveness of MSRM, which considers the concept of coverage.
Conclusion
In this paper, we address a novel problem of automatically retrieving meaningful opinion sentences for new products or unpopular products. Meaningful sentences possess three properties: helpfulness, relevance and coverage. We capture helpfulness leveraging three factors: timeliness, objectiveness and centrality and these factors do improve the final result. What's more, we propose a new way to define coverage property. All of these properties are incorporated into our final model: MSRM. Through wide experiments on real data sets, we show that MSRM significantly outperform baseline method. 
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